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RESERVATIONS 
MYSTERY CALLS 
A RESULTS PRODUCING SHOPPING PROCESS 
 
 
 
‘Mystery Reservation Calls’ evaluate the proactive sales skills of the Reservations Agent and provide the Reservations Leader 
with the strengths and areas of further development for their team. The desired outcome of the Mystery Reservations Call 
is to support and provide positive reinforcement of proactive benefit selling versus order taking. MCA believes the ‘Mystery 
Reservations Call’ should be a learning experience and our objective is to offer a realistic means to test skills and deliver a 
blended learning approach by aligning the ‘Mystery Reservation Call’ to the MCA classroom training.  This is a solid and 
relevant follow up tool for Reservations Leaders.  
 
Reservations Leaders have access to our MCA call database so they can update their team’s information, run reports and 
look at past call history any time.         
 

HOW IT WORKS: 
• The MCA Coach prepares a scenario based on the property information and specifications as outlined in the 

database.  
• Within 24 hours of the call being completed, a detailed synopsis is emailed to the Reservations Leader.  
• Additionally there is an option to have the Mystery Calls recorded. The Reservations Leader would receive 

information on how to access the recording when the synopsis is sent at the conclusion of the call.   
• Because of the nature of the reservations call it is often difficult to target specific reservation agents. To assist to 

that end a personnel schedule may be required to be provided to the Coach. 
 
 

JUST IN TIME (JIT) COACHING 
“A Unique Coaching Process” 
To take your reservations agents to the next level we also offer JIT Coaching® Calls. JIT Coaching® Calls are a unique, dynamic 
personalized coaching process significantly different than the ‘mystery call.’  Just in Time coaching offers personalized 
coaching and on the spot feedback that not only reinforces essential sales skills and techniques, but also motivates the 
agent to improve.   
 
Our coaching process supports our tactical skills as it relates to uncovering guest’s needs, selling the property, overcoming 
objections and asking for the reservation.  We invite the Reservations Leader to join the coaching/feedback element of the 
call which enables the leader to assist with further development, and acknowledge what is being done well.   
 

HOW IT WORKS: 
• At the conclusion of the reservations call (as outlined above) the Coach alerts the Reservations Agent they have just 

received a JIT Coaching® Call, introduces themselves and invites their Reservations Leader to join them on the call 
for the feedback and coaching.   

• The coaching is based on our SMART® Feedback process – Sensitive, Meaningful, Accurate, Reinforcing and Timely.  
• Within 24 hours of the call being completed, a detailed synopsis is emailed to the Reservations Leader with 

information to access the recording of the call.  
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